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Abstract
To analyze the organization of trading in the era of quantitative finance we
conduct an ethnograp hy of arbitrage, the trading strategy that best

exemp lifies finance in the wake of the quantitative revolution. In contrast to
value and momentum investing, we argue, arbitrage involves an art of
association—the construction of comp arability across different assets. In
p lace of essential or relational characteristics, the p eculiar valuation that
takes p lace in arbitrage is based on an op eration that makes something the
measure of something else—associating securities to each other. The
p rocess of recognizing op p ortunities and the p ractices of making novel
associations are shap ed by the sp ecific socio-sp atial and socio-technical
configurations of the trading room. Calculation is distributed across p ersons
and instruments as the trading room organizes interaction among diverse
p rincip les of valuation.
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